
TRASH TALK WITH
STEVIE NICKS
Hello mothers, hello others; welcome to The
Wheel, brothers. So, we are kind of in the
ether, the no mans land, the void and vacuum
between the end of basketball and the start of
football again.

Yeah, yeah, that little soccer interlude was
somethin, there is the comforting coo of
baseball (well, unless you are a Dodger fan) and
the big NFL lockout surrounding the draft was
spectacularific and all that jazz.

But, other than the F1 Grand Prix Circus, ain’t
none of it means jack shit without the sugar
plum Pro Football Fairy dancing in the graspable
future. And, now, we have it.

We did a fair amount of jabbering about the
initial free agent signings last weekend and,
yes, somehow stodgy old Bill Belichick and the
Pats seem to have scooped the tabloid news. Go
figure. Well, except, of course, the Iggles.
Andy Reid, apparently freed up from worrying
about his errant sons, has gone all ape shit.
You know they still have the juju in them to
sign Favre or Terrell Owens.

I don’t have a ton to throw out, other than to
open the floor up for discussion. Well, okay,
maybe one thing. Friday night, I watched
something on ESPN called “Year Of The
Quarterback”. They had a proposed new rating
system to take the place of the admittedly
complex and somewhat screwbally NFL Quarterback
Ratings Formula. Which always struck me as
somewhat suspect when Chad Pennington could rate
above Brett Favre. Of course, now that
Pennington is again gone to injury, Favre may be
the only hope for The Fish.

I think Miss Marcy may wander in and add some
material to this post, and heck I might add some
later too; but I do not have a ton else to add
right now.
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The music this weekend is courtesy of Miss
Stevie Nicks. The first video you may think was
a Fleetwood Mac song (as it was indeed one of
their most famous hits). But, huh uh mofos,
Rhiannon was very much a Buckingham Nicks song
before both of them joined up with Fleetwood
Mac. As is Cathouse Blues, the second video.
Stevie was, and still very much is, from
Phoenix. She went to Arcadia High School (as did
wonder Woman Lynda Carter and some dude named
Steven Spielberg) where my daughter is about to
start her junior year. If you find fault with
all this local nostalgia, blame Jason Leopold,
who started it by buying up some some Japanese
masters of early albums by yet another very
local in proximity artist named Alice.

WhaddaYaGonnaDo?? Rip this joint, that’s what!

[Errata – As Rosalind points out, Nicks’ Arcadia
may actually be Arcadia High in California,
although there are people around here who have
said it is the Arcadia here. Stevie was born
here though and her dad lived right here in
Paradis Valley until he died a few years ago.
Lots of Arcadia Highs out there, maybe she went
to all of them!]


